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The Holy Spirit has done and still doing today.
1. He took part in Creation and is the source of life
2. He inspired the writing of scripture
3. He convicts the world of sin
The works of the Holy Spirit IN THE LIVES OF BELIEVERS.
 When one places his faith and trust in Christ he is
o regenerated (born-again),
o indwelt (the Spirit comes to live within him),
o baptized (placed into the Body of Christ)
o and sealed (made safe and secure)

What is a spiritual person?


1 Cor. 3:1

Be ______________ with the Spirit.


Eph. 5:18



The verb for ______________ is a present, passive, imperative.
o The present tense signifies _____________ action.
o The verb is passive so we allow something to ____________on us.
o It is an imperative, so it is a ______________.



The believer should allow himself to be filled by _____________ the Spirit.

There are a few passages that speak of being full of
Acts 2:4 And they were ALL ___________ WITH THE HOLY SPIRIT
Acts 6:3 seven men _____________ OF THE HOLY SPIRIT
Acts 13:9 Saul was _____________ WITH THE HOLY SPIRIT
Acts 5:17 they were FILLED WITH _____________________,
Acts 13:45 THEY WERE FILLED WITH ________________;
Acts 19:29 So the whole city WAS FILLED WITH ______________________,

The Bible also describes the spiritual believer as


one who is ______________ (present tense),



one who is walking in the _____________(present tense),



and one who is walking by the ______________ (present tense).

What would a life fully surrendered to the Spirit of God be like?



Gal. 5:22-23



The verb WALK is present, active, subjunctive.
o This indicates continuous action that __________ produce, that has some
contingencies, the action is probable or ___________.

IF we are filled by the Spirit good things come out.

IN contrast


Galatians 5:17

When walking BY MEANS OF the Spirit we shall not __________ the lust of the flesh


Galatians 5:16

The first fruit of the Spirit – _____________.


Romans 5:5

